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6

Abstract7

A modified circuit for improving linearization of power amplifier based on the model of the8

Feed Forward circuit amplifier is proposed. With the help of mathematical model for the9

single power amplifier, the circuit is simulated and a demonstrator is fabricated and measured.10

complex Taylor series are used for modeling the power amplifier by the approximation of the11

amplitude transfer function and the leveldependence of the transmission-phase of the power12

amplifier. This can be understood as a simplified form of Volterra series. In our proof of13

concept experiment, we verified the concept but also found that the adjustment of the circuit14

is critically dependent on the drive conditions and linearization is achieved only for a narrow15

range of drive power. The proposed circuit in compared with the conventional Feed Forward16

amplifier in addition a significant increase in efficiency, to minimize the power of the distortion17

signal 3IMDproducts at high drive levels.18

19

Index terms— volterra series, complex taylor series, 3IMDproducts, pre-distortion, feed forward amplifier,20
power combiner.21

Introduction he use of high power amplifiers with high linearity for mobile and satellite communications systems22
is essential. For example, in second and third generation mobile systems, GSM (Global System Mobile), 3GPP23
(third Generation Partnership Project), a large number of signals with different frequencies are transmitted from24
BS (Base Station) by high power amplifiers at the same time [1]. To avoid interference of these amplified signals,25
the amplifier must operate linear and that linearization is not possible by classical methods. Since the amplitude26
of intermodulation signals at the output of the amplifiers depends on the size of the input signals, input signals27
with large amplitude limit the performance of the amplifier. If the connection between an amplifier input and28
output signals display as transformation function that is extended in the form of a series (for example Taylor’s29
series), we see that for the larger signal, the role of higher degrees of expression is more and more important,30
that is, the behavior of amplifiers is no longer linear and amplifier operates in saturation (non-linear) region. The31
saturation region, due to high output power and resulting high efficiency in mobile communications and satellite32
systems play an important role. Intermodulation signals with large amplitudes produce in this region of amplifier33
which leads to large distortion in output. Generally, nonlinearity in an amplifier can appear in two different34
forms: first production of new frequency components in the output of the amplifier and second dependence of35
gain amplitude and phase of the amplifiers to amplitude of input signals. If amplifiers have been multiple input36
signals frequency a type of distortion signals, that is, 3IMD-products (third order Intermodulation Distortion)37
should be considered more than other produced signals in output of amplifier, because they are near to frequency38
of original signals (input signals). They are in the range of useful bandwidth amplifiers and due to limitations in39
fabrication are not removable in practice [2].40

The distortion signal of type 3IMD-products in base stations are propagated by high power amplifier in total41
send bandwidth and cause distortion and interference in band of inside channel as well as the neighboring channels.42
This problem occurs even on TV channels (by 3IMD-products and even 2IMD-products), where a large number43
of channels have placed at a close frequency near each other. The aim of this paper is to design a concept for a44
power amplifier with high linearity and high efficiency.45
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2 INPUT

This paper presented the proposed circuit for improving linearization of the power amplifier based on the model46
of the Feed Forward circuit amplifier. In section 2, the principle of operation of the amplifier concept is discussed.47
A mathematical model of new amplifier concept is proposed in section 3. In section 4, a simulation model is used48
to investigate in detail the signals within the circuit and the performance and limitations of the amplifier. Finally49
in section 5, experimental proof of new amplifier concept is presented. Simulation and measurement results are50
compared and show good agreement.51

1 II. new amplifier design52

The classical parallel power combiner amplifier using two equal linear amplifiers have been used for many years in53
order to efficiently produce higher output power levels (doubles the available output power of one single amplifier)54
and also in order to improve the reliability and availability of the amplifier system component. However, linearity55
of amplification of each individual amplifier is not improved over the individual amplifiers. Power-added efficiency56
of the combiner amplifier circuit can be high when the amplifiers are driven close to the saturation level and57
consequently at high intermodulation level. Another successful concept in linearization of power amplifiers is pre-58
distortion, which can yield higher power efficiency, yet at lower cancellation ratios of unwanted products [3][4][5][6].59
On the other hand, amplifiers for very high linearity requirements in mobile communications successfully employ60
the feed forward (FF) -amplifier scheme, Fig. 1, which cancels the nonlinear intermodulation-products (IM) of61
a high power primary amplifier by superposition of signals from an auxiliary amplifier [7][8][9][10][11]. However,62
this concept suffers from a degradation of the efficiency of the amplifier which is mainly due to the linearity63
requirements on the auxiliary amplifier. The FF-amplifier entails a first loop to extract the intermodulation64
distortion components from the power amplifier output while the second loop inverts phase and amplifies this65
signal in an auxiliary amplifier such that it destructively superimposes and cancels the original intermodulation66
signal at the output coupler. Distortions from the auxiliary amplifier have to be kept very low so that this67
amplifier needs to be operated far off saturation which means high dc power requirement. Since the auxiliary68
amplifier cannot contribute to the fundamental signal output power, its supply power degrades the poweradded69
efficiency of the FF-amplifier [12][13] and also since the auxiliary amplifier is driven at low input power (low70
amplitude), a good ratio of cancelling of the 3IMDproducts signals for small amplitude obtained, in other words,71
cancelling of the 3IMD-products signals for high output power is extremely low. While the FF-amplifier has72
found wide application in communication systems due to its superior intermodulation suppression, its efficiency73
problem has inspired a modified concept which allows the auxiliary amplifier to contribute fundamental signal74
power in addition to cancelling the intermodulation products. The new circuit, Fig. 2, exhibits a two-loop75
topology of a conventional feed forward amplifier, however, both loops are modified and the two amplifiers are76
assumed to be identical power amplifiers. In the first loop, the input power divider splits the input signal in a77
1:3 ratio while at the output, the combiner is 1:1. The first loop acts as a pre-distortion stage while the second78
is a distortion cancelling and power combining loop.79

2 Input80

For the presentation of the circuit’s operation principle, we assume that the fundamental input voltage signal of81
the circuit is ? ?? (?). When the first power splitter divides this signal at a ratio of 1 to 3, the input signal to82
the upper power amplifier A is ?(?) = 1 ?1083

? ? ?? (?) while the signal incident to the lower power amplifier B is 3 ? ?(?). The two amplifiers are assumed84
to be identical with equal amplification ? and distortion products s ? (t) and ? ?? (?) for power amplifier A85
and B, respectively, under identical drive conditions. The output voltage of power amplifier A is a superposition86
of the fundamental signal amplified by voltage gain ? and a distortion product: ? ? s(t) + s ? (t). The upper87
coupler samples this combined signal and feeds it to the lower coupler in front of amplifier B. Assuming both88
coupling coefficients as ?? (note: complex notation used to indicate a phase shift of 90°), the sampled signal89
offered to the input of amplifier B is ? 2 ? ? ? ?(t) ? ? 2 ? ? ? (t), which is combined with the input signal 3 ?90
?(?) after its travel through the lower delay line to give the total voltage signal,(3 ? ? 2 ? ?) ? ?(?) ? ? 2 ? ? ?91
(?).92

(Note, the coupler and delay line insertion loss have been neglected for simplification and time delay of the93
both power amplifiers is compensated by two delay line in two-loop) It is seen that this lower amplifier input94
signal is a pre-distorted version of the input signal of the upper amplifier, with the distortion component as95
a replica of the upper amplifier distortion, but reversed in phase. Assuming the distortion component to be96
much smaller than the fundamental component, the lower amplifier will amplify the fundamental signal plus97
its distortion component by the voltage amplification ?. In addition, in the same way as the upper amplifier,98
the lower amplifier will produce a distortion component due to its fundamental signal excitation. The resulting99
output signal of amplifier B is then ? ? ?(?) ? 2 ? ? ? (?) + ? ?? (?). Assuming perfectly equal amplifiers100
A and B, the distortion signal originating from the lower amplifier is equal to the one generated by the upper101
amplifier, such that the output signal of the amplifier B is ? ? ?(?) ? ? ? (?).102

In the upper signal path, the output signal of the power amplifier A travels through an upper delay line by103
neglecting the delay line’s attenuation, appears at the combiner as: ? ? ?(?) + ? ? (?). By comparing signals in104
the upper and lower path, we see that the fundamental signals are equal and thus can be combined to give double105
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power while the distortion components incident to the combiner are equal and in anti-phase and thus cancel to106
give the total output power: It has to be noted that this analysis is oversimplified with the assumption of perfect107
identity of the two amplifiers and it neglects the effect of the increased driving level of the lower amplifier due108
to the added predistortion signal. With slightly unequal amplifiers and slightly unequal driving levels, it is still109
possible to achieve near-perfect cancellation of intermodulation at the price of a loss in the power combining110
efficiency, as can be shown by simulation, section 4. However, a major performance limitation of the new circuit111
was found by analysis of an experimental amplifier system in section 5, to originate in the drive power level112
dependence of the amplifier voltage gain (magnitude and phase) and the insertion loss of the delay lines.113

3 III.114

4 Mathematical Model a) Characterization of single power115

amplifiers116

To describe the behavior of the entire circuit mathematically, each power amplifier should be first characterized117
separately, it means that each power amplifier should be represented as a mathematical model; all other118
components can be described by simple mathematical models, since their behavior can be assumed to be linear119
in the region of interest.120

For nonlinear behavior of power amplifier, the power transfer function has been measured, in the other words,121
the behavior of each amplifier is measured regarding 1 dB compression point and intermodulation products122
of orders 3, 5, 7 and 9 (3IMD-products, 5IMDproducts ? 7IMD-products and 9IMD-products) separately.123
To develop the mathematical description of this behavior, Amplifier output voltage to the input voltage is124
expanded in a series. At first, Taylor series is used, that due to stark non-linearity, model obtained was not fit125
to actual behavior of amplifiers. Next the volterra series is used that relation other series is more flexible and126
for describtion nonlinearity systems is more appropriate [14][15][16]. The measurements of the characteristics127
of the power transfer function has been done with two tone input signal. In the calculations performed, it has128
been demonstrated that if both ampltudes input signals are equal (such as common case in GSM), volterra series129
becomes Taylor series with complex coefficients [17]. Since for creating mathematical model of an amplifier with130
complex coefficient, complex measurements must be available, therefore, measurements of complex voltage gain131
in close saturation region is used.132

For creating mathematical model, two sinusoidal voltage signal with equal amplitudes u ? in and Frequencies133
f 1 (? 1 ) and f 2 (? 2 ) are expended in Taylor series. The generated signals include main input frequencies and134
all new frequencies in output of amplifier can be summarized in a general form as follows [17]:u out (t) = ? ?? ?135
2n+1 n ?? 2n+1 n?m ? u ? in 2n+1 2 2n c 2n+1 cos ??(m + 1)? 1 ? m? 2 ?t? N?1 2 n=m ? + ? ?? ? 2n+1 n136
?? 2n+1 n?m ? u ? in 2n+1 2 2n N?1 2 n=m c 2n+1 cos ??(m + N?1 2 m=0 (N?1) 2 m=0 1)? 2 ? m? 1 ?t? ?137
(3.1.1)138

With -N as maximum Taylor series degree n as variable index m as degree of the generated intermodulation139
signals -? ? as taylor series coefficients140

The share of the original signal (or main frequency) and IDM-products various degrees (3 to 9) as follows:? ?141
???,? = ? ? 2?+1 ? ?? 2?+1 ? ? ??1 2 ?=0 ? ? ?? 2?+1 2 2? ? 2?+1 (3.1.2) ? ? ???,3??? = ? ? 2?+1 ? ??142
2?+1 ??1 ? ??1 2 ?=1 ? ? ?? 2?+1 2 2? ? 2?+1 (3.1.3) ? ? ???,5??? = ? ? 2?+1 ? ?? 2?+1 ??2 ? ??1 2 ?=2 ?143
? ?? 2?+1 2 2? ? 2?+1 (3.1.4) ? ? ???,7??? = ? ? 2?+1 ? ?? 2?+1 ??3 ? ??1 2 ?=3 ? ? ?? 2?+1 2 2? ? 2?+1144
(3.1.5) ? ? ??? , 9??? = ? ? 2?+1 ? ?? 2?+1 ??4 ? ??1 2 ?=4 ? ? ?? 2?+1 2 2? ? 2?+1 (3.1.6)145

To determine the coefficients series, linear equation system of considered signals using the measured values146
are written. The equation system for main signals (3.1.2), which is formed of the number ? 1 ,the corresponding147
measured values ? ? ?? and ? ? ??? , can be summarized as follows (Since the measured values on the left side148
(3.1.2) is real, the absolute terms of right side is used):? ? ? ? ???,?,1 ? ? ???,?,2 ? ? ? ???,?,? 1 ? ? = ? ? ? ?149
? ? ? ? ? ? ??,1 ? ? ??,29 4150

? ? ??,13 9 4 ? ? ??,2 3 ? ? ? ? ??1 2 ? 2 ? ? ??,1 ? 2 ??1 ? ? ??1 2 ? 2 ? ? ??,2 ? 2 ??1 ? ? ? ? ? ??,? 1 9151
4 ? ? ??,? 1 3 ? ? ? ??1 2 ? 2 ? ? ??,? 1 ? 2 ??1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ?? ? 1 ? 3 ? ?? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ?152
? ? (3.1.7)153

The equation system for the 3IMD-products signals is too similar to the manner as the main signals + ? + ?154
? ??1 2 ? ? ? ?? ? 2 ??1 ? ? (3.1.9) ? ? 1 ? 2 ? ? ? 6 ? = ? ? ? ? ? 1 1 3 4 ? ? ??,1 2 3 4 ? ? ??,2 2 ? ? ? ?155
??1 2 ? ? ? ??,1 ??1 2 ??1 ? ? ??1 2 ? ? ? ??,2 ??1 2 ??1 ? ? ? 1 3 4 ? ? ??,? 8 2 ? ? ? ??1 2 ? ? ? ??,? 8 ??1156
2 ??1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? 3 ? ? ? ? (3.1.10157

Now magnitude and phase gain of amplifier (? S 21 = ?? ,??? = ?S 21 ?) should be regarded as real values158
separately. Since Taylor coefficients should satisfy all equations system, the individual linear equation system159
should be solved simultaneously, that is, the following linear equations system for M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 4 , M 5 ,160
M 6 measurd values should be considered together: Year 2017 G The linear equation system of the gain amplfier161
for the ? 3 measured values as follows:162

The equation system of the intermodulation signals higher order are obtained same manner.163
To write equations system related to the gain amplifier, the output voltage signal according to the input164

voltage with amplitude ? ? ?? and Frequency ð�??” 1 (ð�??” 1 ) is expended in Taylor series. In main frequency,165
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6 SIMULATION OF THE NEW CONCEPT

output voltage can be summarized as follows: [? ???,? ] ? 1 ×1 = ?[? ??,? ] ? 1 ×? × [? ? ] ?×1 ? [? ???,3???166
] ? 2 ×1 = ?[? ??,3??? ] ? 2 ×? × [? ? ] ?×1 ? [? ???,5??? ] ? 3 ×1 = ?[? ??,5??? ] ? 3 ×? × [? ? ] ?×1 ? [?167
???,7??? ] ? 4 ×1 = ?[? ??,7??? ] ? 4 ×? × [? ? ] ?×1 ? [? ???,9??? ] ? 5 ×1 = ?[? ??,9??? ] ? 5 ×? × [? ? ]168
?×1 ? ?[? ???,? ] ? 6 ×1 ? = ?[? ??,? ] ? 6 ×? × [? ? ] ?×1 ? [? ? out,G ] ? 6 ×1 = ?{[? ??,? ] ? 6 ×? × [?169
? ] ?×1 } With ? ???,?[? ???,? ] ? 6 ×1 ? = ? ? ? ?? 1 ? ?? 2 ? ? ?? ? 6 ? ? ? ? , [? ? out,G ] ? 6 ×1 = ? ?170
? 1 ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? 6 ? , [? ? ] ?×1 = ? ? 1 ? 3 ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? 1 ? ?? ? 1 ? 3 ? ?? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ?171

The number of measurements M 1 , M 2 etc. is not the same but has been selected depending on the available172
number of measurement points (length of the curve).173

5 b) Optimization174

To determine the complex coefficients, the transfer characteristics of the amplifier such as a model in the form of175
the mathematical approximation are presented; in other words using determine coefficients model, the difference176
between the model and measurements are minimized. To do this, the numerical optimization techniques are used.177
For optimization, the complex least square method is an appropriate technique, in which the model coefficients178
are determined through setting zero of the partial derivatives [18] that is:? = ? ð�??” ? (?? ? (?)? ? ? ? ) 2 ?179
?=1 (3.2.1)180

And for phase relationship? = ? ð�??” ? (?? ? ??? ? ? ? ) 2 ? ?=1 (3.2.2)181
With e as error function, y i as measured output value y m as model (desired) output value ? ? as measured182

output value for phase gain g i as weighting function n as the measured value and C as model parameters that183
must be found It is natural that all discussed equations system must be considered in error function. For this184
reason, cost function (CF) as a function of the total error and the sum of all the dividual functions (functions185
error) are included andformed. For 6 output signals, we have:? ??? = ? 1 + ? 2 + ? 3 + ? 4 + ? 5 + ? 6 = ?186
ð�??” ? ??? 1? ???? ? ? 1? ? 2 ? ?=1 + ? + ? ð�??” ? ??? 6? ???? ? ? 6? ? 2 ? ?=1 (3.2.3)187

Our research show that it is not possible to determine all the coefficients of the model with the same lowest188
error, especially the higher order ID-products can always be modeled worse [17]. Because of that, the weighting189
function (ð�??” 1 , ð�??” 2 , ?) is added in the cost function, the weighting factors for each output signal also be190
used so that be able to output signal or output signals with changes of this weights as requires to be optimized.191
So (3.2.3) is written in a new form as follows:e ??? = ? 1 × ? 1 + G 2 × e 2 + G 3 × e 3 + G 4 × e 4 + G 5 ×192
e 5 + G 6 × e 6 (3.2.4)193

The accuracy of the model depends on the series degree (n). A better accuracy can be achieved in principle194
by increasing of this value. However, it is difficult to enhance the performance for n > 13.195

For the numerical solution of the optimization problem, the function ”minsearch” to find the minimum of196
the cost function in MATLAB has been used. Examples of the measured results and of the model results can197
be seen in Fig. 3(a), where the voltage gain magnitude and phase of amplifier A is plotted as a function of198
input power level for single-tone excitation, and in Fig. 3(b), where the two-tone fundamental signal level and199
the intermodulation product levels are plotted versus input power level. Fig. 3 shows some deviations between200
model and measurements in the fundamental signal levels as well as in the intermodulation products; note that201
in the optimization of the model coefficients the largest weights were used for the fundamental and third-order202
intermodulation products.203

Fig. 3(a) shows a good match for the magnitude and phase of the amplifier. Error obtained for the phase204
just a few degrees and for the magnitude is less than 0.5 dB. Fig. 3(b) shows the divergence of the model when205
the two-tone input power goes beyond the highest input power level that was used as measurement data in the206
calculation of the Taylor series coefficients (?13.8 ??). Less dramatic but notable is the characteristic behavior207
below the divergence region:208

Deviations appear as slight oscillations with increasing amplitude closer to the divergence limit.209
Using the mathematical model, it was possible to calculate the phase variation of the fundamental output210

signals for two-tone excitation, Fig. 4, which was not accessible when measuring with a spectrum analyzer.211
Again, a slight oscillatory deviation is included in the calculated variation of the phase versus input power since a212
smooth parabolic-shaped variation should be expected. The observed oscillatory model errors, though not large213
on an average over the total extent of the modeled amplifier characteristics, will be found as major sources of214
error in the simulation of the new circuit, section 4.215

6 Simulation of the new Concept216

In order to understand the interdependencies in the intermodulation cancellation of the new circuit, the217
experimental circuit was simulated using the Taylorseries models for the two individual amplifiers and using218
scattering matrix models for the other components in the circuit (perfect match for all components assumed.219
Due Year 2017 G to the high volume of the output signals of the amplifier A and B, discrete numerical methods220
(with help DFT -Discrete Fourier Transform) of the entire circuit in has been simulated in MATLAB which is221
more flexible than other software. Other simulation programs like ADS 1 have been shown restrictions to model222
[17].223

One obvious deviation of the real circuit from the simplified concept of section 2 is the considerable insertion224
loss (1.6 dB) of the two delay lines: With reference to the principle of operation and designations of signals and225
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test points given in section II, in the first loop, this insertion loss attenuates the input signal before the sampled226
signal from amplifier A gets subtracted, which requires a reduction of the amplitude of the sampled signal (? 2227
<228

7 ?229

) in order to achieve equal fundamental signal amplitudes at the input of both amplifiers. Also this reduces the230
amplitude of the sampled distortion signal ? ? (?) from amplifier A that fed into amplifier B and the resulting231
distortion signal at the output of amplifier B will been reduced accordingly.232

On the upper signal path, the upper delay line attenuates the fundamental and distortion signals in the same233
way before they appear at the combiner. After the above-described adjustment of the first loop coupling from234
amplifier A to amplifier B, the signals at the input of amplifier B can be compared to the input signals of amplifier235
A. Fig. ?? presents the envelope peak voltages of the fundamental tones, of the third-order intermodulation236
products and of the total signal, normalized to the envelope peak voltage of the fundamental two-tone signal237
at the input of amplifier A. It is seen that the fundamental tones have been adjusted to be equal in magnitude238
at both amplifiers for the ”null” input power level of +3 dBm. At this input power level, the intermodulation239
products contribute already more than 10% of envelope voltage to the total input voltage of amplifier B, which240
presents a serious deviation from the assumption made in section II that the drive conditions of both amplifiers241
are basically equal. Fig. ??: Envelope peak voltage of the fundamental tones, the third-order intermodulation242
products and the total voltage at the input of amplifier B, all normalized to the input voltage of amplifier A243
Looking at lower drive levels, we find for the intermodulation products that the variation of voltage with drive244
power level exhibits an oscillatory error component as described in section 3; a more realistic indication of this245
variation is also given in the figure ?? The second notable effect is that the normalized fundamental signal voltage246
at amplifier B decays with reduced drive level. The reason becomes clear by inspecting Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4:247
With reducing input power level the voltage gain of amplifier A increases and the insertion phase changes; thus,248
at the input of amplifier B, an increased signal sample from amplifier A is subtracted from the 1 Advance Design249
System original input signal and creates a smaller fundamental signal component; the minimum around the250
drive level of -5 dBm is found to be due to the particular constellation of the amplification amplitude and phase251
variation with drive level.252

Looking at the output side of both amplifiers, Fig. ?? shows the amplitudes and phases of the fundamental253
and distortion signals at the power combiner: At the +3 dBm”null” drive level; we find the fundamental signal254
from amplifier B larger than that of amplifier A, which is due to the attenuation of upper delay line. At the same255
time, the two signals exhibit a considerable phase difference of 36° which in combination with the amplitude256
imbalance affects a combiner loss of about 0.5 dB; note that the poweradded efficiency of the combiner circuit257
is further reduced by about 0.8 dB due to the dissipation loss of 1.6 dB from upper delay line affecting half the258
generated power of the power combiner.259

(a) (b) Fig. ??: Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the fundamental two-tone signal and the third-order260
intermodulation product at the power combiner as a function of input power Instead of for best combining261
efficiency, the delay line phase and the first loop coupling in this simulation were optimized for intermodulation262
suppression, seen by approximately equal intermodulation product amplitudes at the ”null” drive level and a263
close to 180° phase difference; note the oscillatory variation in the intermodulation magnitude plot of Fig. ??(a),264
which again can be attributed to the approximation error in the single amplifiers’ Taylor series model. The265
intermodulation signal amplitudes are found approximately equal because the different effects of the insertion266
loss of the two delay lines in both loops nearly cancel, as both the intermodulation signals from amplifier A and267
of amplifier B get reduced in amplitude. Again, turning to lower drive power levels, we observe about equal268
fundamental signal amplitudes at approx. -5 dBm input power, where Fig. ?? has indicated a dip in the input269
signal of amplifier B, thus compensating the amplitude imbalance due to the upper delay line attenuation. At270
even lower drive level, the input signal amplitude of amplifier B recovers from the dip and the fundamental signal271
from amplifier B becomes larger again than that of amplifier A. At the same time, due to the reduced fundamental272
signal drive of amplifier B relative to amplifier A, this amplifier produces considerably less intermodulation (?273
?? (?)) than amplifier A, approximately a 3 dB reduction for 1 dB reduction in drive power. The combination274
of the two intermodulation components ?2? ? (?) + ? ?? (?) at the output of amplifier B thus increases in275
magnitude as the drive power is reduced and the gain of amplifier A increases. With growing difference in the276
two intermodulation contributions at the combiner, the circuit loses its cancellation effect as can be observed in277
Fig. 10.278

V.279

8 Measurmet of the Proposed Amplifier Circuit280

Before building an experimental new amplifier circuit, two power amplifiers were assembled and tested: The281
amplifiers used 900 MHz silicon FET power modules MHW916 in cascade with preamplifiers which gave a282
saturated output power of about 14 W at a gain of about 53 dB. Measurement of the forward transmission283
group delay was performed with singletone at small-signal level using a vector network analyzer HP8722C and284
the result was used to specify the length of the two delay lines in the new amplifier circuit. Measurements of285
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9 CONCLUSION

the complex valued single-tone voltage gain (scattering coefficient ? 21 ) as a function of input power level286
were performed using the vector network analyzer and two tone measurements (910 MHz and 911 MHz) of287
the fundamental signals and up to the seventh-order intermodulation product were performed using a spectrum288
analyzer HP8565E (Figs. ?? and 8). Both sets of measurements were used for the modeling of the amplifiers289
transfer characteristics based on a Taylor-series expansion with complex coefficients. The setup Sketch of the290
experimental proposed amplifier circuit (called the feed forward power combiner circuit) is presented in Fig. ??.291
The fundamental two-tone input signal is produced by combining two signal generators and the input signal split292
of 1:3 voltage ratio is realized by a -3 dB divider with a 10 dB attenuator in the upper signal path to amplifier293
A. All components of the power combiner circuit are connected by coaxial cables which introduce some insertion294
loss and phase shift. In particular, the required time delays are realized by about 4 m long coaxial cables RG213295
which introduce about 1.6 dB of extra loss. Between the two directional couplers a variable attenuator and a296
variable phase shifter are inserted in order to allow compensation of amplitude and phase offsets in the first loop.297
At the output side, a power attenuator is inserted between the power combiner and the spectrum analyzer in298
order to save the instrument from damage by high incident power.299

9 Conclusion300

The limitation of the feed forward power combiner circuit was shown to be due to the saturation effect of the301
upper power amplifier, with its gain variation offsetting the balancing of the circuit loops. However, driving the302
power amplifiers into the saturation range is a necessary condition for high power efficiency. Poweradded efficiency303
of our experimental amplifier was about 36% which is in contrast to around 10% efficiency of conventional FF-304
amplifiers. As a price, the critical drive level dependence of the combiner circuit may require higher adaptivity305
and control of the loop adjustments than a conventional feed forward amplifier, depending on the dynamics of306
the signals to amplify. By simulation, it can be shown that at lower drive powers the limitations get weaker307
as the intermodulation cancellation exhibits broader ”null” and cancellation is improved even far outside the308
”null”, similar to the characteristics of the conventional feed forward amplifier, yet losing the advantage in power309
efficiency. 1 2 3 4

1

Figure 1: Fig. 1 :
310

1© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US)
2Year 2017 G © 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US)
3Linearization of Power Amplifier using the Modified Feed Forward Method © 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US)
4G© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Figure 2: 2 ?2?
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Figure 3: Fig. 2 :
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Figure 4:

Figure 5:
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.1 ( b) (c)

.1 ( b) (c)311

Adjustment of the circuit turned out to be difficult: In particular, the variation of the voltage gain in magnitude312
and phase as a function of input power level, as seen in Figs. ?? and 4, required selecting the drive power level313
for optimum linearity first of all. In our proof of concept experiment, we set the input power level to +3 dBm314
which corresponds to the 1 dB-saturation level of the individual power amplifiers.315

With the drive signal level fixed, the signal at point 1 at the input of amplifier B was observed using a spectrum316
analyzer and the upper delay line was adjusted and the variable attenuator and phase shifter were set such that317
the fundamental two-tone signals were approximately equal in level to the signals at point 1 at the input to318
power amplifier A. This setting, at the same time gives approximately the correct pre-distortion level necessary319
for intermodulation cancellation at the second loop. Final adjustment of the variable attenuator and phase320
shifter was based on the measurement of the signals at the combiner output; either an optimum cancellation of321
the third-order intermodulation products could be achieved with the fundamental signals from amplifiers A and B322
slightly unequal in amplitude and phase or nearly equal fundamental signals could be achieved with considerable323
difference in phase and amplitude of the intermodulation products. When the amplifier circuit was adjusted for324
optimum intermodulation cancellation, phase-and amplitude deviations gave rise to a loss in fundamental signal325
output power of about 0.4 dB.326

In Fig. ??0, the measurement of the proposed amplifier characteristic is presented and is compared to the327
expected characteristic of the conventional power combiner circuit using two amplifiers type ”A” in parallel if328
excited at the same input power level as the amplifiers in the proposed amplifier circuit.329

It is seen that the proposed amplifier achieves a notable extension of the linear range for the fundamental330
signals around the 1 dB compression level of the individual power amplifiers while the third-order intermodulation331
products are reduced by 25 and 45 dB at the +3 dBm input level (the two 3IMD-products are unequal, as explained332
in [19]). However, the cancellation is confined to a limited range of power levels around the ”null”-input level333
and the intermodulation products level is not improved relative to the level of the conventional parallel power334
combiner outside this narrow region and is even worse in some parts of the input level range. This is a fundamental335
limitation of the feed forward power combiner compared to the conventional feed forward amplifier which was336
investigated by simulation in section 4. For a practical application of the feed forward power combiner concept,337
this means that in an operation mode with dynamically changing drive conditions, e.g., changing numbers and338
levels of modulated carriers as in a mobile communications base station amplifier, the loop adjustment has to339
be adapted dynamically also. Otherwise, under more static drive conditions, as, e.g., in TV-satellite power340
amplifiers, the feed forward cancellation concept could improve the linearity of present parallel power combining341
amplifiers with only moderate adaptivity requirements.342
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